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Disclaimer

https://hflav.web.cern.ch

Almost 10 years ago 

Resources for averages with other experiments  

 A paper to appear on scholarpedia soon ! 

!3

https://www.fun-mooc.fr/courses/ParisSaclay/71001S02/session02/about 
https://fr.coursera.org/learn/physique-infiniment-petit

https://hflav.web.cern.ch/
https://www.fun-mooc.fr/courses/ParisSaclay/71001S02/session02/about
https://fr.coursera.org/learn/physique-infiniment-petit


Outline
CP violation LHCb experiment

A collection of results from 2019. !4
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Annihilation of matter and antimatter 
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Question : where/why/how did antimatter disappear ? 
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Y.Nir CERN  
Flavour Physics seminar

Particle Physics Quizz 



Indirect Searches – Model Independent Searches 

Four examples of how to look for New Physics


How can New Physics affect an oscillation ?


How can New Physics affect angular observables  ? 


How can New Physics enhance a suppressed decay?


How can New Physics affect CP violation ?
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CP violation 

Standard Model New Physics 
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2001 Beauty particles : 

CP violation in B0 decays.

BaBar & Belle Collaborations

2019 Charm particles : 

CP violation in D0 decays 

LHCb Collaboration 

A few key dates 
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Classification of CP Violating effects

A large set of NP models predict the existence of new CP Violating 
phases.


CPV in decay CPV in mixing

CPV in the 

interference


mixing & decay
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A CP transformation has the effect of : 
changing the sign of the phase due to weak interactions (𝜃)
leaving unchanged the phase due to strong interactions (𝛿)
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What is the Standard Model telling us ?

We have to constrain as much as possible all the parameters 
!21
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What is real life telling us ? 

The CKM mechanism seems to work. 

1995 2018



A flavour experiment at the LHCb 
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JINST 3 (2008) S08005
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1906.08297
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Two possible paths 
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Proceed to counting [GLW] 
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Proceed to counting [ADS] 
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Im
portance of hadron PID
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LHCb-CONF-2018-002

Combination of all the results 
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world average (71.1 +4.6−5.3)°



1909.05211

Intermediate resonances and short distance QCD effects result 

in a strong phase variation across the Dalitz plot
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D0 veto

B+ B-

Many resonances populate the Dalitz plane 
S-wave, ρ(770) ,f2(1270) ,ρ(1450) , ρ(1690) 

B+ B-



‘K-matrix’:  
Single unitarity conserving model, with parameters from scattering data 

‘Isobar’: 
 Individual hand-engineered components for each contribution, 

does not conserve unitarity 

‘Quasi-model-independent’: 
 Fit for a magnitude and phase  in bins of the phase-space

D0 veto

B+ B-
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Fitting all the resonances 



Around the ρ(770)
Very little asymmetry in this region
as a function of mass:
no CP violation. 

Now looking at the asymmetries 
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Below and above the ρ(770)

We observe different variations 
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Very large asymmetry in this region,
associated with the component,
an of around 40% in all models

One of the largest CP asymmetries ever observed!

Around the f2 (1270)
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1906.08356
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Mixing

Decay

ɸS = ɸNP + ɸSM  = ɸNP + ɸM - 2 ɸD  

What we measure 

What would be interesting to observe 

What can be predicted 

Phases, phases 
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PoS(LH
C
P2018)230

Flavour tagging 
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measuring ɸS
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N(Bs →J/ψ KK) ≃ 117 000

Resolving the oscillations

Decay time resolution 
+ 

Decay time acceptances 
+   

Flavour Tagging 

!46

explore control modes 



Seperation of CP content
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Angular projections
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Finally….
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The latest combination of the LHCb measurements 
Results consistent with SM prediction



Finally….
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The latest combination of the LHCb measurements 



Finally….
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The latest combination of the LHCb measurements 



Adding the rest of the world 
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1907.10003
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Candidates selection 
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Construct also a rate
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ai,bi,ci,di are functions of CP observables. 



Looking at the fit projections 
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1903.08726

CP violation in charm mesons

Predictions in SM 10 -4,5



Constructing an asymmetry
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Explore cancellation of systematic effects 

Time integrated 



Constructing an asymmetry
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Two mechanisms of 𝐷0 production
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Charm decays are great fans of real-time analyses in LHCb 

Prompt

From b-decays



Experimentally we can tag D0 flavour at
production by means of the charge of the muon

and the soft pion.
!61



How do we reach the observables of interest ? 

What we care about  
CP symmetries

Detector asymmetry

Production asymmetry



Kinetic reweighing 
Detection and production asymmetries are expected to depend on the kinematics 

of the reconstructed particles
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Even more counting and simultaneous fitting.

π-tag 

μ-tag 

44 M 14 M

9 M 3 M



Sample split according to year and magnet polarity ➝𝛥𝐴CP 
consistent among the subsamples.


Sample split according data taking period ➝𝛥𝐴CP consistent 
among the subsamples


Analysis repeated with tighter PID and looser fiducial

requirements ➝𝛥𝐴CP, compatible with statistical fluctuations. 


And a few more… 


Robustness checks
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First observation of CP violation in charm !  
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Conclusion 

LHCb is performing really nicely.  
The upgrade(s) are and will keep us busy.  
Precise measurements of CKM parameters.  
Discovery of  CP violation in charm mesons. 
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Tack ! 



What’s next ?



Backup slides 





gamma



GGSZ (Giri, Grossman, Sofer, Zupan) :  
Use quasi 2-body CP eigenstate of the D to be resolved in the Dalitz plane. D ➝ Ks ππ. 
 So far the most precise gamma determination. 

ADS (Atwood, Dunietz, Soni):  
Use anti-D0 K+ π- for b ➝ u transitions (Cabibbo allowed) and  
D0 ➝ K- π+ (Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed) for b ➝ c transitions.  
One has to know strong phases from D decays.   

GLW (Gronau, London, Wyler):  
Search for D mesons in CP eigenstates eg : D ➝ KK and D ➝ ππ 

Methods for gamma measurements

 72









ɸs





























Main systematic on ɸs is flavour tagging ~ 0.015 rad, incorporated in statistical  





Bs → Ds Ds PHYS. REV. LETT. 113 (2014) 211801

Bs → ψ(2S) φ PHYS. LETT. B762 (2016) 253 

Bs → J/ψ KK˗ high mass JHEP 08 (2017) 037 

Bs → J/ψ KK˗ PHYS. REV. LETT. 114 (2015) 041801 

Bs → J/ψ ππ PHYS. LETT. B736 (2014) 18











1905.06284











Charm 





Charmless b-decays











Projection in low di-pion region and  ρ-ω region
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1995:  Starting point given by the top quark mass measurement. 
           K and B mixings can be predicted. 

Rome was not built in a day 



2001: pre- B-factories era. LEP/CLEO based UT.  
          Comparison with kaon mixing gives a consistency check. 



2002: CP violation in the interference between decay and mixing is 
observed. This is the first true consistency test of the Standard Model. 



2004: alpha is measured. 



2006: Δms (and gamma) 



2013: LHCb dominating the gamma measurement. 



Sakharov conditions 
1 - La violation du nombre baryonique.  
2 - La violation des symétries C et CP. 
3 - Une rupture de l’équilibre thermique.  


